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Let (X, Y), (Xi, Y,), . . . . (X,, Y,,) be i.d.d. R’x R-valued random vectors with 
El YI <co, and let Q,(x) be a kernel estimate of the regression function 
Q(x) = E( Y\ X= x). In this paper, we establish an exponential bound of the 
mean deviation between Q,(x) and Q(x) given the training sample 
2” =(X,, Y,, . . . . X,, Y,), under conditions as weak as possible. 0 1989 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X, Y), (X,, Y,), . . . . (X,,, Y,) be i.i.d. R’x R-valued random vectors 
with E( Yj < co. To estimate Q(x) = E( YI X= x), the regression function of 
Y with respect to X, Nadaraya [7] and Watson [9] proposed a class of 
kernel estimates of the form 
(1) 
where K is a probability density function on R’, and h = h, is a sequence of 
positive numbers. Write 
(2) 
with understanding Wni(x) = l/n, i = 1,2, . . . . n, when XI= I K((xj - x)/h) = 0. 
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Many scholars studied convergence problems of these estimates from 
various points of view. The reader is referred to Devroye and Wagner [4] 
and Spiegelman and Sacks [8] for the universal consistency, to 
Devroye Cl], for pointwise moment consistency, and to Devroye [ 11, 
Greblicki et al. [6], Zhao and Fang [ 121 for the pointwise a.s. consistency. 
In this paper, another convergence of these estimates is studied. 
Let Z”= (W,, X,), . . . . W,, YJ) b e a training sample, g, = g,(x, Zn) be 
an estimate of Q(x). In some problems, we are interested in the following 
mean deviation of g, given the training sample Z”: 
Wg,) = E( I g,(X Z”) - QW)l I Zn> 
= 5 R, Ign(x, Z”) - Q(x)1 J’(dx), (3) 
where F denotes the distribution of X. Devroye and Wagner [S] proved 
that 
lim o(Q,) = 0 a.s. 
n-m 
for the kernel estimates Q,(x) of Q(X), under the four conditions: 
(i) Y is bounded, 
(ii) F has a densityf, 
(iii) K is bounded and JR, +(x) dx < 00, 
where 
Ii/(x)= SUP au), XER’ 
114 ’ llxll 
and (I.11 is the L2 norm or L, norm on R’, 
(iv) h,+O and ,E,exp(-cmh:,)<co for any a>O. 
(4) 
In this paper, we establish an exponential bound for the above men- 
tioned deviation of Q,. 
THEOREM 1. Let Q,(x) be a kernel estimate defined by (1). Suppose that 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Y is bounded, 
(ii) F, the distribution of X, has a density f, (5) 
(iii) h+Oandnh’+co asn+~. 
Then for any given E > 0, we have 
P(D(Qn) 2 E} = O(epCn), 
where C > 0 is a constant independent of n. 
(6) 
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The exponential bounds of mean error for the nearest neighbor estimates 
of regression functions are established in an earlier paper (see [ 111). 
Motivated by Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 of Devroye [2] (see also Devroye 
and Gyijrti [3, pp. 12-19]), we shall use techniques such as Poissonization 
and space partition, which are effective for the proof. This proof is given in 
Section 3. 
As an important application in the discrimination problem, Theorem 1 
leads straightly to the exponential convergence rate of the Bayesian risk in 
the discrimination rule based on the kernel estimation. This corollary has 
been obtained by Devroye and Gyijrti [3, 1985, p. 2571. 
It is worthwhile to point out that the conditions of Theorem 1 cannot be 
substantially improved for the exponential convergence rate of o(Q,). 
First, no conditions are imposed on the density of X and the kernel K( .). 
Further, condition (iii) is necessary for (6) in general nonartificial 
situations, though is not necessary for (6) in some special cases (e.g., Y is 
piecewise constant). This will be discussed in Section 4 and main features 
will be summarized in Theorem 2. (See also Remarks 1 and 2). 
In Section 2 we introduce some lemmas. Some of them are needed in 
Section 4. 
2. SOME LEMMAS 
For simplicity we use the following convention: E, E,, cZ, . . . . C, CO, Cr , . . . . 
a, j?r, p2, 6, etc., are all constants independent of n. Z(A) or I,, denotes the 
indicator of set A and # (A) denotes the cardinal of A. 1 denotes 
the Lebesgue measure (on R’). F,, denotes the empirical measure of 
x” = (X,, . . . . X,). Take 11 .I1 as L2 or L, norm on R’ and write S,,, = 
{u E R’ : 11~ - xl1 < p ), Without loss of generality, we confine ourselves to the 
L, norm on R’. We now give five lemmas which are needed in the sequel. 
LEMMA 1 (Devroye). Suppose that K is a density function on R’ and the 
condition (iii) holds. Write 
fn(x)=-& i K(y); XER’. 
,=I 
Then for any given E > 0, we have 
P 
{ 
j If,,(x) - f(x)1 dx 3 E = O(e-C”), 
where C > 0 is a constant independent of n. 
Refer to Devroye [2], or Devroye and Gyorti [3, pp. 12-191. 
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To prove the above exponential bound for kernel density estimates, 
Devroye [2] proved a multinomial distribution inequality (see his 
Lemma 3) using the Poissonization. Here we use this technique in the 
proof of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let 0, be a family of some disjoint Bore1 sets such that 
# (@,) = o(n) as n + CO. If Y is bounded, then for any E > 0, we have 
ProoJ Let N be a Poisson random variable with mean value n, which is 
independent of (X,, Y,), (X,, YJ, . . . . In the sequel we use J7 for zBEB. 
and Z7’ for 17,, @,. Notice that B’s in 0, are disjoint. We see that for 
tl?E(-cQ co), 
E exp 
i ( 
C’t, $ Z,(Xi) Yj 
i= 1 )I 
00 rile-” 
=,Fo I! 
- CE{exiW’tJBWl) Y,)) 1’ 
=exp{n~‘E[ZB(X,)(e’BY’- I)]}, 
SO that, {ICY= r ZB(Xi) Yi - n SB Q(X) dF[, BE @“} is a group of mutually 
independent variables. Set 
Z(B, N) = 5 Z,(Xi) Yi - n \B Q(x) dF. 
i=I 
For t > 0, notice that e’ - t > e-’ + t, we have 
E{X’IZ(B, N)J > in&} 
<exp(-$tn&) Eexp(tz’IZ(B, N)I) 
=exp(-ftne)IT’E{exp(tIZ(B, N)(} 
<exp(-&tn&)W[Eexp(tZ(B,N))+Eexp(-tZ(B,N))] 
=exp(-ftns) n’{exp[nEIB(X,)(e’Y1- tY, - l)] 
+exp[nEIB(X,)(e-‘Y1+ tY, - l)]} 
<exp(-ftns) n’(2 exp[nEI,(X,)(e’lYII - t I Y,I - l)]) 
<exp(-401s) 2#‘~n’exp{n~E[I,(X,)(efM- tM-- I)]} 
<exp(- +tns) eO(“)exp{n(e’M- tM-- 1)). 
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Take t E (0, l/M), we see that erM - tM- 1~ r2M2. Hence, we can take 
t > 0 such that 
P C’ ; ZB(Xi) Yi-n[ Q(x)dF~+-}=O(e-“). 
{ I i= 1 B 
Note that 
C’ f, ZS(Xj) Yi- i zB(xi) ‘j G”INmnl 
i=l 
and 
P C’ f Zs(Xi) Yi - jJ ZB(Xi) Yi > i nc 
i I i= 1 i=l I 1 
This concludes the proof the proof of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that jR, 1 g(x)1 p F(dx) < CC for some p > 0. Then 
lim 
I I g(u) - gb)l p ~(~~)l~(Sx,h) = 0 h-0 sx,/l 
for almost all x (with respect to F). 
Refer to Wheeden and Zygmund [ 10, p. 191, Example 201. 
LEMMA 4 (Besicovitch covering lemma). Let E be a bounded subset of 
R’, and let X be a family of non-degenerate cubes covering E which contains 
a cube D, with center x for each x E E. Then there exists points (xk) in E 
such that 
0) EC U Dxk, 
(ii) there exists a constant o depending only on d such that 
For a proof, refer to Wheeden and Zygmund [lo, pp. 185-1871. 
LEMMA 5. Let T > 0 be a given constant. Suppose that F has a density f 
Then for any given E > 0, we can choose fl, > 0 small enough and /I2 > 0 large 
enough such that set 
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satisfies F(S, T - E) < E. Hereafter, the difference A - B of two sets A, B is 
definedby A-B={x:xEA,xCB}. 
Note that E is a Borel-measurable set, and 
PI <f(x) < j12, for almost all x E E (with respect to A). 
Proof: Set 
Since F has a density, El and E, are both Borel-measurable. For any x E E, 
there exists a cube S,,, with PE (0,l) such that A(S,,,)> F(S,,)//?,. By 
Lemma 4 there exist X~E E, and S xk,pk 4% such that ~(&t>FfU/P1, 
El c (Jk Sk and Ck Z(S,) < CJ. Thus, 
W,)SF 
( ) 
u & ~~f’(&)<8, ~4&) 
=B, ~usk~I(s,)dW~~~ u Sk Gd(So,,,). 
( ) 
Taking fir > 0 small enough, we have F(E,) < ~/2. In the same way, we 
have R(E,)< F(R’)o//?, =a//&. Taking & large enough, we can make 
L(E,) small enough and, by the absolute continuity of F with respect to A, 
F(E,) c s/2. The lemma is proved. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 1 
Assume that ) YI < M. It is enough to prove that for each fixed T > 0, 
Write 
P ~ I&b) - Q(x)1 F(dx) > 6 = We?. (8) 
An = X”: 5 Is,(x) -f(x)1 dx < 4@M) , 
I 
A;= X”: 
{ 1 
If,(x) -f(x)l dx 3 48M) 
I 
, 
H,= {xE&+ IL(x) -f(x)1 eIxY2}, 
683/29/2-R 
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where fn(x) is defined in Lemma 1 and X” = (A’, , . . . . X,). For X” E A,, we 
have 
I s R,-H f(x) dx< 1 Ifnb) -f(x)1 dx < 4P3W7 n 
which implies 
f l&(x, - Q(x)1 F(dx) R’- H. 
<2M 
s f(x) dx<& for YEA,. (9) R,- H n 
It is easily seen that 
>;nwj-(x) (>O), for XEH,. (10) 
By (9) and (lo), for x” E A,, we have 
jsoTIQ.WQ(x,l W9-=/2+~Hn IQ&)-Q(x,lf(x)dx 
<&/2+2(nh’)-’ [soT~i~l K(F) (Yi-Q(x))1 dx, 
which implies that 
P j IQ,@, - Q(x)1 F(dx) > E so. r 
dPofP{(~~‘)-1~so~~,~l~(~)(Yi-Q(X))~d~>J4}~ 
. I 
(11) 
By Lemma 1, 
P(Ai) = O(CC’“). 
Hence, it is enought to prove that 
P{(,h’)-‘jsoT~$lK-(~)(Yi-Q(x))(dx>Ei/’4}=O(e-czn). (12) 
I 
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There exist a finite number of positive constants LX,, . . . . ~1, and disjoint 
regular cubes A,, . . . . A, such that K*(x) = CT! i ail,(x) satisfies 
s IK(x) - K*(x)1 dx < ~/(16&Z). R’ 
Here a regular cube means an r-fold product of l-dimensional compact 
intervals. Thus, 
Q2M 
I 
IK(x)-K*(x)1 dx<@. 
Take E~ = $3. To prove (12), it is enough to prove that 
It is sufficient to prove that for any eZ > 0 and any regular cube A, 
P (nh’)-‘J” / i Z.x+,,(xi)(Yi-Q(Xi)) = O(eCC3”), (13) 
%T i=l 
We proceed to prove (13). Partition R’ into sets with the form 
l-I;= I [(ii - 1) 6h, ii 6h], where i, , . . . . i, = 0, f 1, f 2, . . . and 6 is a fixed con- 
stant to be chosen later. Call the partition @‘. Assume that A = n;= i [O, ai] 
and minai>26. Set A”=nr=, [&a,--61, A,=UBE91,Bcx+hAB, 
C,=x+hA-A,cx+h(A-i+c,;. 
Here,forasetA,x+A={x+y;y~A},hA={hy;y~A},andA-Bis 
defined in Section 2. 
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It is easy to see that we can make A(A - A”) arbitrarily small by choosing 
6 small enough. We have 
tnh’)-’ j  / f zx+hA(xi)(yi~Q~xi))~ dx 
%T ,=, 
< (nh*)-’ j  f ZA,(Xi)(Yi-Q(xi)) dx 
%T ix1 
+2Mh-‘jF,,(C:)dx 
c 2 ZdXi)( Yi - Q(xi)) dx 
+ 2M4A -A). (15) 
Here we use the fact that j v(x + hD) dx = FL(D) for any r-dimensional 
probability measure v and any Bore1 set D c R’. We can choose 6 such that 
2M,I(A-A”)<s,/2. Note that for BE@‘, ~{x:Bcx+hA}<C,h’, and 
U x~S&+wevT for small h. Write @= {BE@‘:BG&,~~}. Then 
for large n, we have 
the right hand side of (15) 
< C4n-l 1 f ZB(xi)( Yi-Q(xi)) +&I$* (16) 
Set .s3 =s2/(4C4) and write A” for ZBEQ. Since #(@)< Cob-‘=0(n), by 
Lemma 2 we have 
P C’ f ZB(Xi) Y,- n j 
i ! 
Q(x) dF 5 n.z3 
I i 
= O(CCJ”). (17) 
i=l B 
Write Z(B, n) = Cy= I ZB(Xi) Yi- n jB Q(x) dF. On the set {Z’IZ(B, n)l 
<n&3>, 
C’ f’ ZJX;) Q(Xi) - n S, Q(x) dF 
i=l 
=~‘IE{Z(B,n)lX”}I~E(~‘IZ(B,n)l jX”}<ns,, 
which, together with (17), implies that 
P 
1 I 
C’ i ZB(Xi) Q(Xi) -n jB Q(x) dF1 >, ne3} = O(epC5”). (18) 
i= I 
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From (15)-( 18), it follows that (13) is true. To finish the proof of the 
theorem it remains to prove (14). To this end, we need only to prove 
where 
P i Z(X,)>m, 
i 
= O(e ~ ‘jn), 
i=l 
(19) 
G2Mh-r[l,(fl-Ihl’)dx=2A4&4)&C,. (20) 
We have 
i z(xi)- i Z(Xj) <Cfj(N-nl 
i=l i=l 
and 
P 
<P{ IN-n1 >m,/(2C,)) <2emC7”. (21) 
For t > 0. we have 
P g Z(XJ>i 
i i= I 
.&*},eXP(-~~~&~)~~eXP(f~~z(x.))} 
1 
= exp -2nts,+n I 
Take t E (0, l/C,). By 0 < t-Z(u) < 1, we get 
n (p(u) - 
I 
1) F(du) ,< 2nt j Z(u) F(du). (23) 
Take p > 0 so large that A c J&. Then, by Lemma 3, we have 
W=h-‘~u--hA IQ(x)-G?(u)1 dx 
+O as h -P 0, for almost all x (with respect to A). 
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In view of (20), and using the dominated convergence theorem, we see that 
lim Z(U) F(A) = 0. 
h+O 
(24) 
By (22)-(24), we can take t > 0 sufficiently small such that 
P $ Z(Xi)>im, <exp 
i I ( 
-;m~+o(nt) =O(e-=y. 
> 
(25) 
i=l 
From (21) and (25), we obtain (19), and (14) follows. The theorem is now 
proved. 
4. FURTHER DISCUSSION 
In this section we study the necessity of the conditions imposed on {A,} 
for (6) under some assumptions. We obtain the following general results: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the assumptions (i), (ii), and the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(iv) There exist positive constants a, and p1 such that 
K(x)~alZ(llxll 6~~)~ XE R’, 
(v) For any ho, O<h,< co, it does not hold that 
@(Y)-Qb,,f(.v)dy=Ov in measure F. (26) 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) (6) is true, 
(b) WQ,) -, 0, a.s. 
(~1 WQ,) + 0, 
(d) Q,,(x) + Q(x), in pr. for almost all x[F]. 
(4 condition (iii) in (5) is true. 
Theorem 1 shows that (e) =S (a). It is obvious that (a) G- (b) * (d) c> (c). 
Thus the proof of Theorem 2 will be complete if we prove (c) = (e). The 
final step is included in the follow two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that (i) and (ii) hold, Q(X) is not degenerate, 
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and K(x) vanishes outside So,p,. Then, in order that (c) holds, it is necessary 
that 
nh’+ co, as n-too. (27) 
Proof Assume that (27) is not true. Then there exists a subsequence of 
{nh;} which tends to a finite number. Without loss of generality, we can 
assume that nh; -+ a < 00 as n + 00. 
Statement (c) implies by Jensen’s inequality that 
Jn A EjRr 1 ic, wni(x)(Q(x;) - Q(X)) 1 F(dx) + 0 as n + ~0. (28) 
Since K vanishes outside S,,p,, we have 
= I IE(Q(J-J - Q(X)) w-, 4 ~.~,~,~)l vv2 4 ~x,,,h)rWw. (29) R’ 
It is easily seen that h, + 0 as n + co. So 
s IE(QW,) - Q(x), 1(X, E Sx,p,J 6dx) R’ 
< 244 max 
I ucs f(u)du+O, 
as n-co. 
-c wlh 
Hence, by (28) and (29) we have 
lim 
I IEQW,) - Q(x)1 VV, + Sx,p,d)n- ‘Wx) = 0. (30) n-c0 R’ 
By Lemma 3, 
pw2 E ~x,,,/lWP~~) +f(x) for a.e. x( WRT A). 
Since nh’ -+ a < co, we get 
iPW24S.x,p,h))n-1 = {1-(2~,)‘nh’(f(x)+o(l))/n}“-’ 
-exP{-(2~~)‘af(x)l~ for a.e. x (WRT 1). (31) 
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By the dominated convergence theorem, (30) implies that 
I IEQ(X,)-Q(x)1 exp{-(2pl)‘~fb)) fldx)=O. R’ 
It follows that 
F{x: Q(x) = EQ(X,)} = 1, 
which contradicts the assumption on Q(X). Proposition 1 is proved. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that (i) and (ii) hold, K is bounded, and for any 
h,, 0~ h,< 00, (26) does not hold. Then, in order that (c) hold, it is 
necessary that 
h, -+ 0 as n+co. (32) 
The proof is trivial and is omitted. 
Here we have the following two important remarks. 
Remark 1. If we assume that K is bounded and continuous, then the 
condition (26) is equivalent to the following condition 
(Q(r)-Q(x,,f(Y)dy=O with -= . l 0 (26’) co 
It is worthwhile to point out that there are some situations where the 
conditions (i), (ii), and (iv) are satisfied, Q(X) is not degenerate, K is 
continuous, whereas (26’) holds for some h, > 0. 
EXAMPLE. We can take f and K as two density function on ( - co, co) 
such that 
f(x)=0 ifandonlyif XE[-1, 11, 
K is bounded, continuous, and 
K(x)=0 ifandonlyif x$(-l, 1). 
Define Q(x) = Z(,.,,(x). It is easily shown that (26’) holds for any 
ho E (0,2). 
On the other hand, if K and f are density functions, f(x) > 0 for 
x E ( - co, co), Q( ) reaches its maximum value at some x’s and all such x’s 
constitute a set of Lebesgue measure zero, then (26’) does not hold for any 
h,>O. 
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Before giving Remark 2, we introduce the following condition: 
(iv)‘. There exist positive constants a0 and p,, such that 
K(x) > ao~(l141 G h), XER’. 
Remark 2. If we assume that (i), (ii), and (iv)’ hold, K is bounded, and 
that (26) holds for some h,, 0 <h,, < cc, then lim, _ so h, = h,, implies that 
for any E > 0, 
P 
ii 
IQJx) - Q(x)1 F(dx) 2 E = O(eCC”). 
I 
This result can be proved following the lines of the proof of Theorem 1 
with some minor modifications if necessary. We only point out that, the 
Lemma 5 and the condition (iv)’ are neeeded in the proof. The details of 
the proof are omitted. This shows that, if (26) holds for some h,>O, it is 
possible that (6) holds but h, does not tend to zero. 
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